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Herbert H. Tea«er, Project

Work over the pMt two quarters haa contiauad In »11 pbn— of this
project, ranging fro« devices through software

In the sress of Orsphlcsl Inputs,

Graphical outputs, ProblSM- and Procedure-oriented Isnguages, sad the scheduling sc
allocation of »

Ceatral Processor wltte backup temporary storage devices.

Progress la all of these areas has been heartening, particularly those converted
with the device and character recognition aspects aaaoelated with lepienenting
graphical languages.

Test results Indicate that block-printed characters can,

with a high degree of reliability, be ideatlfied without requiring either exceas
Mnory space or aachlne tlM, so long as the carefully-drsum input is correlated
with a particular uaer's set.

The approaches that proved aucoessful with alpha-

meric fonts of block-printed characters proved insufficient for the more subtle
variation» aaaoelated with larger, mixed foots of cursive characters, and a
broader approach encompassing both extremes has been derived.
<sfhlle not yet reduced to software

This new approach,

has been simulated with experimental data and

found to lead to result» which should be quite adequate for a system with
graphical feedback to resolve cny uncertaintie» in identification.

In the

process, a much more stringent analysis has been made of the relationship between
the appearance of symbols and the process of making them, aa well as the Ilmltatloaa of an'arbitrarily large and unrestricted font of charactera.
Aa a prelude to designing apecific, problem-ori-- ited graphical
lanfuagMc feasible algorlthaut for translating into algebraic laagvag««
information that could be derived from graphical descrlptioas have been
considered for electrical networks and boundary value field problems.
With respect to scheduling and allocation procedures and the reorganization of the CAD coaapiler, the requisite software is being tested, although
portions of the hardware system, such as the disc storage, must still be
simulated.
Finally, with respect to hardware and equipment, thrc« on-liae flexowriters and a photoelectric tape reeder have been operating satisfactorily,
while the special-purpose, plotter control «XMSputer and three on-line plotters
sre still not satisfactory with reepect to reliability, with prliaary difficulties
centering in the associated disc storage unit.

Software develofsaent to provide

graph, cooti-ur ploitlog, and symbolic output is, however, ooatlnuiag, end will
be made available, via special statements In the UAD laaguage.

A graphical

input device, based upon the orlglaal design and concept of this group has been

-3-

ballt by • government lafcoratory for their own uses, and is operating
«atlsfectorlly.

We are now working on ma edvaaced deeign for this device.

For the i—ertiate future, vork ia each of the area« iodticatad ahova
will cootiaue.

For the longer range, possible iaproveaeats to the over-all

tlae-shared, real-tlae system, such as optical, read-only asaory, saall-sisad
CRT displays with aaall, inherent storage for rapid interrogation

and improved

plotters to couple with the graphical input device, «ill be explored.

I.

Graphical Input, Pavloe
As has been mentioned in earlier reports, a principle for a graphical

Input device, capable of operating in real tiae with a special "pencil" and
ordinary paper, had been found.

The principle involved recognition of a stylus

position by aean* of coded sequences of current pulses in a matrix oi coaductuvs
'■»

beioer the plane of the paper.

Sxperlaental and theoretical worK at that tlae

indicated that the principle «as sound, and has been confirmed by the perforKaac«
of full scale device at another Institution.

As envisioned, the device would

incorporate slope deteotlon facilities (quantiaed Into octsats), and thus, If
desirable, point information could be recoded Into line segment Information
for easier computer asslallatlon.

It woulti also be linked to a graphical

output device (for feedback purposes) by meaas of a comaon supply of paper.
Prototype development of this device has necessarily lagged due to other

more

urgent problems, and all raalfIcetlons of this basic capability have meanwhile
bad to be considered in term* of Its design characteristics, rather than actual
measured performance
The design characteristics of the device are that it provUU-«, to a
resolution of .01", the binary coordinates of the stylus ebenerer it Is lifted
or placed on the paper or whenever the direction of movement of the stylus
o
-ie
crosses the boundarlea
of one of A'.ght 45 octanes extending over vertical.
horizontal, and * 43 o directions.

II.

Graphical Input, Character Rocogriitioa
Recognition of a wldo rsaga of hand-printed characters is not a pre-

condition for a feasible graphical language, such characters can also be entored
into a conputer via a keyboard, once their x>sitlon on the surface has been
located by the pencil.

It is, however, as interesting problea iu its o-s-n

right, particularly since a auch xiöir class of symbols in theory can be
produced by hand than i'ith a keyboard, with seefslngly less distract4on and
attendant Jisruption of the users'' attention.

Also, since the graphical input

device planned had characteristics which essentially eliminated the scanning probl«
and the graphical output device could provide a necessary corrective feedback
for error or uncertaintv, it was felt that input of head-drawn characters alght
be feasible without too «any restrictions on the user.

It was felt that rather

than attempting to solve the general pattern recognition problea (which in the
case of isolated hand-drawn characters taken fro« a very large fcni- u»v not have
any Mtaningful solution), a such acre restricted problea of Matching a particular
saaple to one of a font provided by a particular user would be more tractable.
There is little question that the user cannot be given tho same
freedom that he may choose to exorcise in his normal writing and printing where
he can always utte context.

The very fact that he is asked to define his own

font is partly in recognition of this.

Further, he cannot be allowed the normal

overlap of characters (for example, single stroke "l's" or numeral ones), that
he can resolve by context.

At the other extreme, the constraints cannot bo too

binding or else he will soon forego the pencil for other alternatives.
From the characteristics of the input device, it could be asaumed that
the input device would be presented the character in the form of a sequence of
x-y coordinate beginning and end points of line segments resulting from actions
such as changing the slope or lifting the pencil off of the paper.

Because of

the manner In which the input was generated, the ayetem chosen had to be, to a
large extent, scale, position, and rotation insensitive, I.e., a user ictgfat
reasonably be expected to write anywhere on the surface, in varying slants aad
scales.

It further had to allow for a very wide class of symbols, perhaps up

to two hundred.

To be feasible, the recognition scheme bad to be reasonably

efficient and fast for each user, and require a miaimun amount of program space
for both tb« recognitloa program and for the specific fool data of each uaer.
for r«mmoas of efficiency, problems of context (such as deciding where to segment

cotmscted characters) bad to ba avoläed by design. I.e., the vtamr would be
required to segseat his characters, either by Mahlng the« with a single continuous
moveiient without lifting the pencil, or else drawing the character In such a way
that Individual line segments crossed or touched line segments that had been
drawn at worst no Bore then a iow segaents previously.
The approach taken was partly empirical and partly theoretical.
the basic input data jaaaiely

Fros

a succession of line segments described by their

end r>oit:ts and direction xaforuatioti) It should have been possible to reproduce
characters which still looked the ease ts the original characters In context
with the saae pox-aon's particular font.

Initially, this tont was chosen to

Include block-printed representations ot the entire alphabet and arable nuaerals.
These tests showed that there was no loss in intelligibility Involved in
approxinating the block characters by derived, straight line approxlsations,
unless the character was less than tea ti»es the device resolution.
The same was largely true of cursive characters.

Further work was

also don« with representation of characters by approximating line aegnent»
quantized la angle with a set of discrete lengths that wers picked on an
integer

IOK-*-

scale.

This representation allowed studies of independf-nt

scale changes, rotations, and skewing.

Fro« this theoretical work, for exampl'v

it was found that most curved segments enclosing areas could be replaood by Just
horizontal aud vertical segments without loss of Identity,
and

Y

that independent

X

scale changes and skewing of the slant of a character towards the

vertical did not affect Its appaaxanoe.
A particular writer could iosdvortantly make any of these transformati
in drawing a character without reallxlng it, and thus, s recogaition scheme to
be effective would have to take then into account.
To supplement the theoretical work, it warn alao necessary to develop
programs to handle the recognition, aad for this purpose, a more restricted
foot, namely block characters, van used to guide the development.
Block printing is s form of constraint that fits well into the type
of data that the graphical input board can provide, so long as lines are dr rvn
straight, and oriented nearly horizontal, vertical, or oa a plua or minus 45
alaat; curves aro drawn full, and Intersect loma are made at ends or middled of
line segments, with right angle charieas

Curved limes of the symbol can easily

be discovered fro« the sequence of angular changes in the line segments making
up the curved sep»ent

with a moderate number of line segments of this sort, it

-6is possible to construct *n ewonuous vocabulary o.f aytzhols, of wblch those of
the ordinary alphabet constitutes only a very

SSMII

pert.

The probloa, even la

this extrem» csee Is, however, to set up a fast separation schetK».
A

To be fast,

separation sebsssc should ideally split up the foot Into a soderato nuaber of

equally populated sut groups at several .;la osiiicav.ion levels fro* si' pie testa
until the unkoovD is categorized.

With a knovn character set, it is possible

to mlnlnlze consideration of all the relationships bstveen lines that mlghx be
present, to Just those which are sufficient to make a separation among the
subsrcup.
In the case of block letters, such a classification can be uade alaost
completely on the basis of the number of line aegracnts of each type, using Just
a few rolationsMps between linos to resolve the few cases that fall Into the
saae categories.

(The properties that have been ■eatlonnd for block letters

have ignored the additional Information that was present In tbo orlglaal line
Hegment date, rtMtely, the sense in vhlch it was diown

1 engt he , angular change»,

etc.)
Recognition then procedes by recursive lookup, based upon the mnerlcal
results of a test to find the next test, etc., until the process either terminates
in a succestixul reoult, an unknown, or an ambiguity.

GeoeraJ. progrnas have been

written to test a variety of claasificatloo schemes, both to construct the tables
appropriate to a given person's character set, as well as to utilize the tables
for a fast search.

In this approach, the first split is extremely important,

and is generally chosen to giv« ■ large number of stable subgroup.-.
Those progress have worked with upwards of 95 per cent correct
recojcnltlon for carefully-drawn block letters.

The cosiputer tine spent for

such recognition has bee« *n genera) on the order of ten a of mi 111 seconds

As

the characters have become more carelessly drawn, however, recognition results
have deteriorated, In the sense of not being able to identify a larger proportion
of unknownj, which im hardly surprising, since the original el&Miflea^loa
achemes for block characters ore basod on rather ideal IBCJ a.-iHump. Jons for what
constitutes a lino

and a curve.

Tc includ«- block cbaractcrt« as part of the

larger fraaevork encospa^aiag cursive letters, as well as to be far more forgiving
with respect to block letters

we have had to consider .«ore carefully the procosn

by which letters are made, and the possible normal range of varlstiooa that are
taken for grantod

and ar» perhaps undetected by the person doing the writing

AB

block letters become less conctisioed, the distinction bstveen

lines sad curves becomes blurred; the plsceoeat of line segacnts becasaa aoro
hsphszard ss does their length, lines asy alsnt uore randoaly, «nd curves
encoapssa a far vid«r rsnfe of interpretatioa.

The situation is worse in the

case of cursive writing, or alzed cursive and printing, sine« a cursive letter
oaa be considered as all one curve.

As the work of Bden* and others vould

indicate, however, eaich of the variability in cursive letters coses about aa s
result of the nature of band motions, and thus s recognition scbaae could be
baaed upon hog a character is aade, in terns of horizontal and vertical notions
taker separately rather than upon what it looks like, siaoe the latter can
hardly be regarded as constant.

Furthenrore, because of the Banner in which

the character is scanned, (i.e., as a sequence of nearly vertical, horixontal,
and slanted, directed line segaents) the slant of an unJüäown character can be
determined nod skewod back to a vertical orientation for lookup purposes.

A

recognition schaaa based on these principles to aore broadly cover the probable
range of variation has bean checked by band, and is now being incorporated into
search and classification progrsas, but no test results are yet available.

III.

Graphical Language»
Graphical languages are generally aore of a coovenieace to the huaau

operator, rather than an advantage for the aachinc.

In addition to the problea

of converting fro» a graphical description into a machine triaalatable fora,
tbere is the additional problea of converting th» deacriptiona into efficient
algorlthas for aachins-processing,hopeful Iy for useful purposes.

Two invcatlga

tioas wore undertaJben in the areas ol boundary value field probleaa ancl electrical
network probleaa.

In the former case, the inveatigation was concerned with

transforaing a graphical diaMnsioned deacrlptloa of a set of bouiidariea into a
boundary condition, a partitioning of coaputer aeaory, and a set of dlffereooe
equatlooa to operate on the boundary and interior

The programing waa dona In

the HAD language and has been partially tested.
Th« network analyaia work concentrated on finding an efficient and
aa«pry conserving wlgorlth« for oonplez natrix inveraioa, »here aona «lenanta
are partially symbolic.

The Mthoda, which ae«a to have aet their objectives,

are currently being pro^ri
•Murray Bden and llorrla Balle. Tb« CbaracterisatIon of Curalv« Rand *ritlng.
Fourth London Symposium on Information Theory.

IV,

Allocmtloa mad Scbedullng of BBrlpheraL} Kquipaawat
Further coasideratlon hau be«n giv*D to the

USAS«

of • Heated

nunber of perlpberftl facilities, such its Magnetic tape «ttd disc on » llnlted
ouBber of channexs for the off-line output nnd tenporery storege requlreveats
of operetlog tine-shered programs.

Operating in real time «ill not ellBlnat«

the need for eoae "nice-to-have" outputs, such as program listings. punch«d
outputs, and wtemorj dumps, or volume nuaeric. data.

Since this information

«ill essentially be generated interspeised in time with that of coaciirrent
programs, to conserve tape facilities, --'■ich outputs «ill be placed in the same
tapes for periodic demerging.

Mo such simple solution is available in the

case of so-celled scratch tapes, «hlch «ill have to be assigned to user* over tbr
duration of their need

The scratch tapes amemmmmry for compil»r« can, of

course, be retumod «ben the compiler Is finished with them.
handle these functions is being «ritten and tested.
hoeever

Progranming to

It mould presently appear

that the availability of such tape units places an inherent constraint

on the number of on-1 toe users that can tie accomswdated on any single aystee.

V.

Compiler Bevision

The interual revlslaas to the MAD program for real-time use and
Improved debugging capability are nearly completed and tested.

The changes

have been prinarliy in the organlsatior of internal tables and lookup procedures,
as «ell as splitting the program Into time-segmented portions.

